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E-Scooter Instruction Manual

Component

Product Specifications
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TECH SPECS

Type Electric ScooterBattery48V 10Ah Lithium Battery
ColorBlackCharging timemore than 6 hours
It may vary depending on 80% charging standard and charging environment.

DrivingThrottle Suspension2 front air suspension+1 rear spring suspension
MileageUp to 60-70KMEqualization device front light, brake light, side lights
Weight26KGBraking front and rear: disc+electronic brake
Climbing degreeup to 25°

Driving speed

60-80 km/h

Wheel 11 inch wide tiresMaximum loading120KG
Motor 900W Certification No.No.0P190604.YSVDW45

Product
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Description of the operation

* Images may vary depending on the date of production.
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Cautions when using E-SCOOTER
- To prevent damage to the body at the time of shipment, there is a fixed area, and after receipt, please
drive with the correct fixation.
- Check the wearing of health and protective equipment and fixing the folding lever, prohibit use in
hazardous placed, obtain a license under the Road Traffic Act, and drive in compliance with the Road Traffic
Act.
- Before driving, make sure that the tire pressure, braking system, and body part are safe.
- Passengers who board in excess of the boarding garden, are prohibited from arbitrarily disassembling /
modifying, and are not responsible for any accidents that are subsequently issued.
- Please use the charger stipulated by us and will not be responsible for any problem caused by the use of
other charger not provided by us.
- Never sever the terminal stopper, cover the plug and use.
- Do not use the product before reading the instruction manual and understanding the functionality of this
product.
- Do not rent and drive to people who may be manipulating the product.
- Long-term storage requires full charge once every two weeks, and battery life may be reduced if left
unrechargeable for a long period of time, and we are not responsible.
- Stop using in the event of shock, damage due to other seasons, and visit your nearest service store for
inspection.
- This image may vary depending on the date of production.

Exchange and A/S
Motor

1 Year

Battery

Key

6 Months

6 Months

Body and charger

3 Months
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- Even if the product is not used after opening, it cannot be returned due to used goods (loss of value).
*Consumer Protection Act Section 17.3.2
- Exchanges cannot be returned after the use of goods, and only defective parts will be exchanged.
- Please note that it takes approximately 5-7 days depending on the stock situation at the time of exchange.
- Even within the warranty period, in case of immersion or use negligence (damage), it is excluded from the
warranty.
- Consumables are excluded from the warranty and will be repaired for repair.
(Tires, tubes, discs, disc pad, cables and all other parts consumed while using it) *Exchange courier fees are
at your expense.
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